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CADORE-DOLOMITI

THE DOLOMITES,
A WORLD NATURAL
HERITAGE
SITE
Listed by UNESCO for their beauty
and scientific importance
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TRULY UNIQUE MOUNTAINS
On 26 June 2009 the Dolomites became a UNESCO World Natural Heritage Site. This status was awarded for their uniquely beautiful landscape and because of the scientific importance of their
geology and geomorphology. The Dolomites are listed as a serial
property because, despite its size and diversity, the entire range is
considered to be a single unit.
This extraordinary “fossil archipelago” consists of nine areas spread over five Italian provinces (Belluno, Bolzano,
Pordenone, Trento, Udine), although the Province of Belluno
is home to the greatest number of these magnificent peaks.
Cadore is an area of outstanding natural beauty whose history
and traditions are kept vibrantly alive by the local people, a truly
unique heritage to delight the more discerning visitor in search of
an original, spellbinding experience.

CADORE-DOLOMITI

WINTERTIME
FUN IN THE SNOW
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Skiing in Cadore
The ski area of San Vito di Cadore together with Auronzo, Misurina and the slopes of Cortina d’Ampezzo, make up a vast paradise for skiers, which is part of the Dolomiti Superski zone: 140km
of slopes and just one ski pass needed to ski wherever you wish
in this area. You can also take a well earned break in the cosy
mountain refuges scattered along the pistes. Those who would
like to learn or improve their snowboarding, downhill and Telemark skiing techniques can attend the San Vito di Cadore and
Auronzo-Misurina ski schools with 50 instructors between them.

Perfect peace and exercise
in an enchanted world
Cadore is the ideal place for lovers of cross-country skiing. Palus San Marco is the site of the Somadida pine forest,
the largest wooded area in Cadore, and which in the winter is the hub for the many cross-country circular ski trails
with varying degrees of difficulty, some of which are even
lit up for people who fancy a night time skiing adventure.
Lorenzago di Cadore has some cross-country skiing circuits of

from 2.5 to 5km, equipped with lighting and snow machines. The
mountain pass Passo Cibiana in Alto Cadore is home to one of
the most magical cross-country ski trails in the whole province
of Belluno, called “Deona”, with circuits of from 2.5 to 7km which
can also be skied by night. For beginners there is the “La Graes”
trail in San Vito di Cadore where you can ski along the banks of
the river Boite, with stunning views of Monte Antelao.

CADORE-DOLOMITI

LOTS MORE
BESIDES
Hours of fun for kids
and grown-ups alike
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For kids
We in Cadore have always taken extra care to meet the needs of
families and our youngest visitors. Kids who want to have a go at
skiing can make use of Cadore’s specially equipped spaces such
as the nursery slopes on the Monte Agudo pistes which has a
special baby ski lift, or the NeveSole park in San Vito di Cadore,
where kids can learn to ski in perfect safety and also have fun
with snow-tubing, bobsleigh and sled runs. Wintertime in Cadore
offers something exciting to suit every taste: you can watch rumbustious ice-hockey matches at the Auronzo and Pieve di Cadore
rinks; you can learn to drive a sled pulled by Siberian huskies at
the Athabaska Sled-dog Centre in San Vito di Cadore or you can
sample the hair-raising thrill of driving a go-kart on ice at Palus
San Marco.

Cadore for fun
and relaxation
Cadore offers plenty of trails to follow in snow shoes (“ciaspe”),
delighting in the perfect peace of the landscape. Ski-mountaineering fans have a number of routes at their disposal, from Tre Cime

di Lavaredo to Antelao, from Piani del Ciauta in Borca di Cadore to Taulà dei Ciampe. You can also take trips on a snowmobile
transporting you up to the traditional mountain refuges known as
“baite”, maybe for a delicious lunch or dinner. If you are still after
some more fun, you can whizz downhill on a bobsleigh or sled.
For our visitors who want to pamper themselves, Cadore offers
superbly equipped health and beauty spas for a really relaxing
stay in the Dolomites.

CADORE-DOLOMITI

SUMMERTIME
Sport meets relaxation
in a natural wonderland
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The Cadore Lakes Tour
The whole Cadore area is studded with lakes. For example you
can take a pleasant walk along the edge of lake Misurina with
the Tre Cime di Lavaredo as a backdrop. As you go down towards
Auronzo, you encounter the lake of the same name, with its very
popular pedestrian paths and cycle tracks that snake around its
edges and which is the regular setting for a number of major international canoeing and powerboat events. Between the built-up
parts of Pieve and Lozzo di Cadore, you will find Lago di Centro
Cadore, the starting point for a large number of trails that lead
right up the neighbouring peaks.
The Laghetto delle Tose in Calalzo di Cadore is yet another jewel
in the area’s crown, where you can sun yourself on the little beach
or wander among the woods, following a stream of the purest water. The tour of the lakes ends in San Vito, with the spellbinding
scenery of the Mosigo reservoir.

Summer fun and
excitement
In Auronzo di Cadore, at the Monte Agudo ski lifts, the Fun Bob
awaits you: a bobsleigh that runs on rails, hurtling down what
is in wintertime a downhill ski slope. Its 3km run, which can be
covered in just 15 minutes, makes the Auronzo Fun Bob one of
the longest and most famous of its kind in the whole of Europe.
Don’t miss a visit to the Happy Park in Borca di Cadore and the
Adrenalin Park at the Cibiana pass, amusement parks specially
equipped for children for long days of outdoor fun in delightful
natural surroundings.

CADORE-DOLOMITI

Sports

Focus on: cycling and Nordic walking
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Hiking and more besides
The Cadore Dolomites are the ideal destination for hiking addicts who can explore the wonderful landscape in total safety with the support of our Alpine guides. Cadore also offers
a multitude of choices for those who prefer something a little less energetic: Casera Razzo, the footpaths of Lorenzago,
much loved by the late Pope John-Paul II, the nature trail Tita
Poa and the uplands Pian dei Buoi. If you are looking for a new
way to experience life in the mountains, Cadore offers some
thirty fully mapped Nordic walking trails, full details of which
can be found on the interactive website: www.venetotopwalk.
it. Professional guides accompany visitors on the trails to show
them how to get the maximum physical and mental benefit
from Nordic walking.

Cycling along the Lunga
via delle Dolomiti
The Lunga Via delle Dolomiti is a footpath and cycle track that
links Lienz to Calalzo di Cadore, passing by way of Cortina. The
Cadore stretch of this route is immersed in a landscape of unparalleled natural beauty, dominated by the towering Dolomite
peaks. From Calalzo to Valle di Cadore, there are many well lit
tunnels making this part of the route particularly atmospheric

as it snakes along with steady gradients and wide bends, interspersed with the disused railway stations built in typical Alpine
Liberty-style. During the summer the Bike n’ Bus service operates making it possible to take your bike with you on the bus
to reach the cycle track.

CADORE-DOLOMITI

TRADITION
REDISCOVERED
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Cadore is a Titian
Pieve di Cadore is the historical and social capital of the whole
Cadore area, but is most famous for being the birthplace of
one of the greatest of all Renaissance painters and you can
visit the house where Titian, or Tiziano Vecellio, was born in
the square named after him. Cadore was also the birthplace
of the Italian optical industry and Pieve is home to a museum
dedicated to spectacles and optical aids with over 3000 items
tracing the history and the technological development of this
accessory.
Cadore boasts some major archaeological sites: the Lagole
where remains dating back to the paleo-Venetian age have
been found; the Pelmetto, where the famous dinosaur footprints can be seen; Mondeval, where a burial site from the Mesolithic Era was found and finally, Monte Calvario in Auronzo,
with the remains of an ancient shrine dating back to the 2nd
Century BC.
A visit to Cibiana di Cadore is a must, known as the “village
that paints its own history”, for the wonderful murals by many
famous artists that adorn the houses.

A taste of the mountains
The delicious rustic cuisine of Cadore is based on simple,
authentic ingredients. First courses include “casunziei”,
half-moon-shaped ravioli filled with red cabbage and potato, garnished with melted butter and smoked ricotta cheese
“spersada”; “canedi” or “canederli” bread dumplings served
plain or stuffed with mushrooms; a hearty soup of barley or
beans and gnocchi with a rich game sauce. Game and char-

cuterie, such as the celebrated Speck (bacon) from Cadore, dominate the second courses and cheese served with
vegetables, including the famous Vinigo cabbage, and the
irresistible polenta. Desserts include “zopes”, “péta” and
“crafin a la sanvidota”, as well as strudel and apple fritters.
A delicious lunch or dinner just has to be rounded off with a
fiery local grappa or a liqueur flavoured with mountain herbs.

CADORE-DOLOMITI

HOW TO GET HERE
BY CAR
Misurina

S. Vito
di Cadore
Borca
di Cadore

• From the North: A22 Brennero motorway, exit Bressanone, then
take the SS49 in the Dobbiaco direction.
For Auronzo di Cadore: after Dobbiaco, carry on in the Cortina
d’Ampezzo-Pieve di Cadore-Venezia direction; at the junction for
Cortina d’Ampezzo turn left in the Misurina direction and drive
down towards Auronzo.
For San Vito di Cadore: after Dobbiaco, carry on in the Cortina
d’Ampezzo-Pieve di Cadore-Venezia direction, carry straight on
for Cortina d’Ampezzo on the SS51 as far as San Vito.
• From
the
South:
A27
Mestre-Belluno
motorway, exit Pian di Vedoja, then take the SS 51.
For Auronzo di Cadore: at Tai di Cadore follow the SS 51bis direction Sappada-Auronzo-Comelico; at Lozzo di Cadore follow the signs for Auronzo (SS 52); go past Cima Gogna (SR 48).
For San Vito di Cadore: continue along the SS 51

Auronzo
di Cadore

Vigo
di Cadore
Lozzo
di Cadore
Domegge
di Cadore
Lorenzago
di Cadore
Calalzo
di Cadore
Valle
Pieve
Vodo di Cadore di Cadore
di Cadore
Perarolo
di Cadore
Cibiana
di Cadore
F.lla Cibiana

Ospitale
di Cadore

BY TRAIN
• The nearest railway station to Auronzo di Cadore is Calalzo di Cadore, 15km away, that can be reached on the Venezia S. Lucia Calalzo di Cadore line (www.trenitalia.com). From Calalzo station
there are bus links by Dolomitibus: www.dolomitibus.it

LOCAL MUNICIPALITIES

BY PLANE

Auronzo di Cadore - Misurina
Borca di Cadore
Calalzo di Cadore
Cibiana di Cadore
Domegge di Cadore
Lorenzago di Cadore
Lozzo di Cadore
Ospitale di Cadore
Perarolo di Cadore
Pieve di Cadore
San Vito di Cadore
Valle di Cadore
Vigo di Cadore
Vodo di Cadore

• The airports nearest to S. Vito and Auronzo di Cadore are the “A.
Canova” airport in Treviso: 128km; “Marco Polo” Venice: 137km;
“Valerio Catullo” Verona: 256km; “Kranebitten” Innsbruck, Austria: 173km
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FOR TOURIST INFORMATION
DOLOMITI TURISMO

UFFICIO I.A.T.
CALALZO DI CADORE

UFFICIO I.A.T.
S. VITO DI CADORE

Via Stazione, 37
Tel. +39 0435 32348
Fax +39 0435 517225
calalzo@infodolomiti.it

Corso Italia, 92 - 94
Tel. +39 0436 9119
Fax +39 0436 99345
sanvito@infodolomiti.it

UFFICIO I.A.T.
AURONZO DI CADORE

UFFICIO I.A.T.
PIEVE DI CADORE

I.A.T. CONSORZIO MISURINA

Via Roma, 10
Tel. +39 0435 9359
Fax +39 0435 400161
auronzo@infodolomiti.it

Piazza Municipio, 13
Tel. +39 0435 31644
Fax +39 0435 31645
pievedicadore@infodolomiti.it

Via R. Psaro, 21
32100 Belluno
Tel. +39 0437 940084
Fax +39 0437 940073
mail@infodolomiti.it

Via Monte Piana
Tel. +39 0435 39016
consorzio_misurina@infodolomiti.it

FOR BUSINESS AND PROMOTIONAL PROPOSITIONS

www.belledolomiti.it

www.auronzomisurina.it

www.altocadore.it
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